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[, Pursuant to the Licensing Board's Prehearing Conference Order of''' -

February 11, 1982, the Nuclear Regulatory Conunission Staff (" Staff"), ,
,

f,, hereby responds to " Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc. ["NRDC"] and
:

' The Sierra Club Twenty-Sixth Set of Interrogatories to Staff", filed

[onJuly 13, 1982, relating to-the Site Suitability Report in the Matter,
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Staff will provide those answers as soon as possible and, in any event,

no later than August 6, 1982.

On March 4, 1982, the parties in this proceeding developed a

Protocol for Discovery, pursuant to which NRDC and the Sierra Club

have requested that answers to interrogatorues be provided in six parts,

as follows:

(a) Provide the direct answer to the question.

(b) Identify all documents and studies, and the particular parts
thereof, relied upon by Staff, now or in the past, which
serve as the basis for the answer. In lieu thereof, at
Staff's option, a copy of such document and study may be
attached to the answer.

(c) Identify principal documents and studies, and the particular
parts thereof, specifically examined but not cited in (b). In

- lieu thereof, at Staff's option, a copy of each such document
and study may be attached to the answer.

(d) Identify by name, title and affiliation the primary Staff
employee (s) or consultant (s) who provided the answer to the
question.

(e) Explain whether Staff is presently engaged in or intends
to engage in any further, ongoing research program which may
affect Staff's answer. This answer need be provided only
in cases where the Staff intends to rely upon ongoing research
not included in Section 1.5 of the PSAR at the LWA or
construction permit hearing on the CRBR. Failure to provide
such an answer means that Staff does not intend to rely
upon the existence of any such research at the LWA or
construction permit hearing on the CRBR.

(f) Identify the expert (s), if any, which Staff intends to
have testify on the subject matter questioned, and state the

! qualifications of each such expert. This answer may be
provided for each separate question or for a group of related
questions. This answer need not be provided until Staff has
in fact identified the expert (s) in question or determined
that no expert will testify, as long as such answer provides
reasonable notice to Intervenors.

I
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For all responses to interrogatories in this set, the following

are the Staff's answers to the requests set forth above:

(a) Direct answers are provided for each question.

(b) All documents and studies, and the particular parts thereof,
relied upon by the Staff now or in the past which serve as
the basis for the answer are identified in the answer to the
question, unless othemise noted.

(c) There are no principal documents and studies specifically
examined but not cited in (b), unless othemise noted.

(d) The name, title and affiliation of the primary Staff employee (s)
or consultant (s) who provided the answer to the question are
set forth in the attached affidavits, unless otherwise indicated

herein.

(e) The Staff is not presently engaged in nor does it intend to
engage in any further, on-going research program which may
affect the Staff's answer, unless othemise noted.

-

(f) At this time, the Staff has not determined who will testify on
the subject matter questioned. Reasonable notice will be
given to all parties after the Staff has made this deter-
mination. At that time, a statement of professional
qualifications will be provided for each witness.

Respectfully submitted,
/

SM'J'o$/ s
Bradley W. Jones
Counsel for NRC Staff

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland
this 27th day of July, 1982
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NRC STAFF'S ANSWERS TO NATURAL RESOURCES |
DEFENSE COUNCIL, INC. AND THE SIERRA CLUB

TWENTY-SIXTH SET OF INTERR0GATORIES TO STAFF

These interrogatories all relate to the June 1982 Site Suitability

Report in the Matter of Clinch River Breeder Plant (Revision to March 4,

1977 Report), NUREG-0786 (the "1982 SSR"). The specific page number (s)

referred to are indicated in parentheses at the beginning of each

interrogatory.

I. General Questions

Interrogatory 1
,

For each principal Staff contributor responsible for reviewing any
portion of the 1977 SSR, indicate

a) which portion of the SSR was reviewed by such person;

b) who was responsible for making each revision to the 1977
SSR, as indicated by a vertical bar in the right hand margin of
the pages of the 1982 SSR.

Response

Bar on page I-1 Becker/ Morris II-20 Becker/ Morris
I-2 Becker/ Morris III-1 Ferrell
II-1 Becker/ Morris III-2 Ferrell
II-2 Becker/ Morris III-3 Ferrell
II-3 Becker/ Morris III-4 Ferrell

! II-4 Becker/ Morris III-5 Ferrell
II-5 Becker/ Morris III-6 Ferrell;

| II-8 Becker/ Morris III-8 Bell / Swift
II-9 Becker/ Morris III-9 Bell / Swift'

11-10 Becker/ Morris III-10 Perrotti
j II-12 Becker/ Morris III-11 Perrotti
| 11-13 Becker/ Morris IV-1 Spickler
! II-16 Becker/ Morris IV-4 McMillan/Rothman

11-17 Becker/ Morris IV-5 McMillan/Rothman|
! II-18 Becker/ Morris IV-6 [to be provided]

II-19 Becker/ Morris IV-7 [to be provided]

!

!
. .
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Interrogatory 2

Please update every Staff response to Intervenors' interrogatories,
requests for admission, requests for production of documents, and
deposition questions to reflect additional Staff review and analysis
performed in revising the 1977 SSR or in continuing the Staff's
safety review.

Response

Each SSR principal reviewer has been contacted and feels that Staff

responses have been updated as required to reflect any activities

performed in revising the 1977 SSR.

Interrogatory 3

a) Would any of the conclusions reached by Staff in the 1982
SSR remain valid, in Staff's opinion, if the CDA were
demonstrated to be of sufficiently high probability that it

'-

should be included within the design basis of the CRBR?

b) If the answer is yes, identify and provide the analysis
upon which Staff relies for its answer.

c) If the answer is no, identify each conclusion in the SSR
which Staff would have to revise if the CDA were a DBA.

d) If Staff's answer is that it does not know whether a
particular conclusion would need revision, describe what
additional information Staff would need in order to decide,

I whether revision is necessary.

Response

This is a hypothetical question and the Staff response can be found

in the May 6, 1982 deposition of William Morris on pages 12-20 and

24-29, where the Staff answered similar questions.

|

!

|

l
1

|
|
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II. Section I

Interrogatory 1

(I-2) Are the 1982 SSR conclusions still valid, to Staff's
knowledge, if one assumes the reactor will be fueled by reactor-
grade plutonium? If the answer is yes, describe in detail the
analyses and data (including numerical results) that support Staff's
conclusion that the site is suitable for a reactor using reactor-
grade plutonium in its fuel assemblies. If not, explain in detail
why such analyses have not been conducted.

Response

Yes. Comparison of the dose guidelines and calculated doses in

| the 1982 SSR shows a wide margin of safety, sufficient to accom-

modate a range of reactor-grade plutonium compositions.
_

Interrogatory 2

(I-4) Identify each " design parameter that impacts upon the
question of site suitability" that is not specifically identified in
the 1982 SSR.

Response

There has been no new information indicated in this area. This

question has been addressed in the updated answer to Interrogatory

Set 19, question 36.

Interrogatory 3

Intervenors would like an explanation of which aspects or parameters
of the present CRBR design Staff currently believes are adequate for
purposes of site suitability; which aspects or parameters require
more Staff review before their adequacy can be determined; and which
aspects or parameters are not adequate as presently designed. Please
identify and describe each aspect or parameter of the present CRBR
design which Staff currently believes:

a) is adequate for purposes of determining site suitability;

__ _ .- -
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b) will require further technical or design information to
complete the safety analyses and for which information will not
be available until after Staff completes the SER;

c) is not adequate for purposes of determining site
suitability as presently designed, and cannot feasibly be made
adequate; and

d) is not adequate for purposes of determining site
suitability as presently designed, but which may be redesigned
adequately, given the current state of technology.

If Staff is unable to answer any of these questions because its
review is not complete, please provide any tentative or preliminary
conclusions Staff may have. If Staff has no preliminary or
tentative conclusions at this time for one or more of the above
questions, indicate whether Staff intends to develop, or expects to
reach any such conclusions before commencement of the LWA-1
hearings.

Response

-

(a) - (c) There has been no new information indicated in this area.

This question has been addressed in the updated answer

to Interrogatory Set 19, question 36.

(d) The Staff objects to this interrogatory on the grounds that it

is not related to matters newly raised in the SSR, and should

have been asked during previous discovery to the extent it is

otherwise appropriate. Under the Licensing Board's February 11,

1982 Prehearing Conference Order, discovery which is not related

to matters newly raised in the SSR update is not permissible.

Intervenors have been informed of the Staff's objection, and

negotiations on a response to this question are continuing.

__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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Interrogatory 4

(I-4) Specify each and every statement in the May 6,1976 letter,
by sentence, which Staff presently considers a " requirement" with
which Applicants must specifically comply. For each statement in
the letter which Staff does not consider to be a " requirement,"
explain in detail why compliance with such statement will not be
required.

Response

There has been no new information indicated in this area. In

addition, the entire set of questions and answers, and updates

thereto, in Interrogatory Set 11 is devoted to the May 6, 1976

letter from Denise to Caffey. See also updated response to

Interrogatory Set 19, question 19.

._

Interrogatory 5

(I-4) Identify and describe each Staff requirement with which
Applicants must comply in order to demonstrate site suitability,
other than the requirements indicated in response to Interrogatory 4
above, and those in 10 C.F.R. Part 100.

Response

There has been no new information indicated in this area. In

addition, the entire set of questions and answers, and updates

thereto, in Interrogatory Set 11 is devoted to the May 6,1976

letter from Denise to Caffey. See also updated response to

i Interrogatory Set 19, question 19.

|
|

|
{

|
|
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III. Section II

Interrogatory 1

(II-1) Explain in detail why Staff no longer describes the CRBRP
Design Criteria (SSR Appendix A) as " minimum requirements acceptable
to the staff for the principal design criteria of the CRBRP," but
now describes them as "an example of the kinds of requirements
acceptable to the staff for the principal design criteria of the
CRBRP."

Response

See deposition of William Morris on NRDC's 24th Set of Interroga-

tories, transcript dated May 6, 1982, at pp. 43-50, 112-14, and 145-50.

Interrogatory 2

(II-1) Describe in detail the effect of the change described in
- Interrogatory 2 above on Staff's CRBR site suitability review and

what role, if any, the CRBRP Design Criteria will play during the
LWA-1 hearings.

Response

See deposition of William Morris on NRDC's 24th Set of Interroga-

tories, transcript dated May 6, 1982, at pp. 43-50, 112-14, and 145-50.

Interrogatory 3

(II-2) Explain in detail why Staff will no longer require
Applicants to demonstrate compliance with the CRBRP Design Criteria,
at the construction permit stage, but will instead " evaluate the
applicants' specific engineering criteria and will require that any
necessary modifications be made to these specific criteria to
achieve satisfactory conformance with each of the principal
criteria."

Response

See deposition of William Morris on NRDC's 24th Set of Interroga-

tories, transcript dated May 6, 1982, at pp. 43-50, 112-14, and 145-50.
,

9

|

._
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Interrogatory 4

(II-1) Has Staff reached any preliminary, tentative, or final
conclusions regarding the acceptability of any of the CRPD.P Design
Criteria included .in SSR Appendix A? If so, identify and describe
each such conclusion, and provide the basis for such conclusion. If
the answer is no, indicate whether Staff intends to develop, or
expects to reach, any such conclusions before commencement of the
LWA-1 hearings.

Response

See deposition of William Morris on NRDC's 24th Set of Interroga-

tories, dated May 6, 1982, at pp. 43-50, 112-114, and 145-50.

Interrogatory 5

For each CRBR Design Criterion included in SSR Appendix A, and for
each requirement included in the May 6,1976 Denise-Caffey letter,

~

indicate whether it is Staff's current assessment that such
criterion or requirement,

a) is necessary in order to comply with 10 C.F.R.100;

b) is sufficient in order to comply with 10 C.F.R.100;

c) is necessary in order to assure a level of safety
comparable to current generation light water reactor plants;

d) is sufficient to ensure a level of safety comparable to
current generation light water reactor plants.

Response

See responses to Interrogatories 11.2-5 and III.1-4, supra.

Interrogatory 6

(11-2) Explain the present basis for Staff's statement that:

The Comission's regulations require that an applicant
design, manufacture, and operate the plant to minimize the
likelihood of accidents.

Does Staff believe that this requirement applies to the CRBR? If
so, why does Staff require only two redundant and diverse shutdown
systems?
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Response

The Staff objects to this interrogatory for the reasons set forth in

response to Interrogatory II.3(d), supra.

.

Interrogatory 7

(II-9) The Staff states that " applicants have submitted the results
of their analysis regarding the integrity of the hot leg, which is
part of the current evaluation for the SER."

a) Identify, describe, and provide each analysis regarding
the integrity of the hot let piping that has been submitted by
Applicants since January 1977, and any and all documents related
thereto.

b) Describe in detail the pre-service and in-service
inspection program, material surveillance program and
verification of each leak detection system performance for the

'- CRBR referred to by Staff.

c) Describe in detail the nature of the research and
development to verify material degradation processes referred
to by Staff.

d) Describe in detail why Staff believes a mere 20-25%
difference in temperature prevents Staff from considering the
cold leg pipe rupture tc be a design basis even [ sic] in the
same manner as it considers a hot leg pipe rupture.

e) Describe in detail the analysis and documentation relied
upon by Staff for its conclusion that double-ended rupture of
the CRBR primary cold leg piping could potentially lead to a
CDA unless otherwise mitigated. Identify and provide all
documents relied on by Staff for its answer.

Response

a) - c) The submittal referred to in the updated SSR is WARD-D-0185,

Integrity of Primary and Intermediate Heat Transport System Piping

in Containment, Vol. I & II, Sept. 1977, available through the PDR.

|
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d) - e) As noted in the updated SSR, this is under review for

the SER.

See also Interrogatory Set 20, questions 27, 28 and 29.

Interrogatory 8

(II-10) Describe in detail:
(i) all the analytical work, and

(ii) all the experimental work

performed at EBR-II concerning conditions that might arise during
plant operations and that potentially affect fuel pin failure

- propagation. Identify and provide all documents related to such
analytical or experimental work.

,

a) With regard to each analytic and experimental work
described above, identify the specific document (s) that
form (s) the basis for Staff's current statement that:

The results of this work thus far
indicate that there should not be a
significant potential for failure
propagation beyond a few fuel-pins under
the anticipated operation conditions and
limitations.

Interrogatory 9

(11-10) Identify and describe in detail:
'

a) all the experimental work, and

b) all the analytical work that has been conducted on the
effects of blockages within a pin bundle.

,

| Identify and provide any and all documents related to such
analytical or experimental work.'

Interrogatory 10
,

(I1-10) With regard to each analytical and experimental work
described in response to Interrogatory 9 above, identify the

|
|
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specific document (s) that form (s) the basis for Staff's current
position that:

a) the results, thus far, indicate that substantial blockages
at the non-fuel inlet or outlet regions do not cause
overheating;

b) inert planar blockages covering a few coolant subchannels
in the fuel region do not cause any significant overheating;

c) small heat-producing (fuel material) blockages do not
cause significant overheating of adjacent areas;

d) there is a substantial basis to anticipate that local
faults affecting single or a few pins within a subassembly will
not rapidly propagate to adjacent pins.

Interrogatory 11

(II-11) Describe in detail the basis for Staff's conclusion that
" fuel pin failures which might occur under various plant operating_

conditions, including design transients, are unlikely to create
conditions under which significant fuel failure propagation within
a subassembly would occur."

Interrogatory 12

(11-10,11-11) Explain in detail how Staff was able to reach the
conclusion described in Interrogatory 12 above in light of the fact
that "the current staff position is that of not being yet convinced
that the staff requirements regarding subassembly propagation have
been satisfied."

Interrogatory 13

(11-10) Explain in detail whether Staff believes that the "more
sensitive and faster response monitoring systems" that Staff may
require

a) are feasible to design, install, and maintain;

b) will be sufficiently numerous adequately to detect
subassembly faults;

c) will be sensitive and quick enough adequately to detect
subassembly faults.

. .
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Response to Interrogatories III. 8-13.

No new information was implicit in the minor editorial change noted

on page II-10. The words "at EBR-II" were inserted in the

original sentence, in the course of review, for clarification.

Fuel failure propagation is presently being reviewed in detail for

the SER, but no new information was considered for the SSR update.

Interrogatory 14

(II-20) Explain in detail the basis for Staff's revision of the
1977 SSR Table I (p. II-38) by removing the section entitled
" Additional Features Proposed for Accomodation of Core Melt and

,

Disruptive Accidents" (II.D.4).
.

a) Are Applicants still proposing these additional features
~ for accommodation of core melt and disruptive accidents?

b) If so, have Applicants revised these proposals in any
way? Identify and provide all such revised proposals, and any
and all documents related thereto.

c) If Applicants are no lorger proposing the features as
described in the original Table I, explain in detail what
features Applicants propose to accommodate core melt and
disruptive accidents. In particular, describe in detail the
features described in 1982 SSR, p. II-19 (first full
paragraph). Identify and provide all documents related to

l Applicants' proposal (s) and Staff's review to date of such
proposal (s).

l Response
|

| The basis for the Staff's revision to the 1977 SSR Table I is

( explained on page II-19 of the updated SSR. There, we explain
|

| that while the Applicants still propose to incorporate the features

| listed in Section II.D.4 of Table I of the 1977 SSR, those provi-
!

sions are still under review by the Staff. Thus, as further noted,

i the Staff may require upgrading, revision, substitutions or additions

|

,

_- - -- -
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to these features. Therefore, the Staff telieves it prudent to

refrain from listing such features until its safety review has been

completed. It is the Staff's view that knowledge of the existence

of such capabilities is all that is required at this time.

Interrogatory 15

(11-19) Describe in detail and provide the documentation upon
which Staff relies at the LWA-1 stage for its conclusion that
"other feasible design features . . . separately or in combination
could reduce the probability of containment failure to an
acceptable level."

Response

The Staff relies on its experience with such systems (in the context
~ of the quotation used in this interrogatory, those systems include

filters, fans and vent systems) that has been accumulated in the

nuclear industry and elsewhere (e.g., other industrial applications

ofsuchsystems).

Interrogatory 16

(II-18) Identify each " alternative criterion for evaluating core
melt accidents, in lieu of the 24-hour criterion" currently under
evaluation by Staff.

a) Explain in detail why Staff believes such an evaluation
is necessary.

b) Explain whether each alternative criterion under
evaluation by Staff is more or less stringent than the 24-hour
criterion, and give the basis for your answer.

c) Staff has based its 24-hour criterion on the WASH-1400
conclusion that "most LWR core melt accidents do not result in
early (less than one hour) containment failure, but may
involve such failure within 24 hours." To what extent, if
any, is this conclusion consistent with the recent analysis

_ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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i

|

performed by Oak Ridge National Laboratory concerning the
probability of severe LWR core-melt accidents (see Nucleonics
Week, July 8, 1982, pp. 1-2)?

Response

(a) - (b) The " alternative criterion" referred to by the Staff

actually consists of a more complete assessment of the

bases for a time-constrained requirement on containment

integrity. The alternative criteria thus constitute a

more detailed consideration of the same basic requirement

that containment integrity be maintained for a time neces-

sary to assure protection of the public health and safety.

As noted, these alternatives are currently under considera-
-

tion and, until they are adopted, the "24 hour criterion"

remains in effect. It is thus premature to present the

details of such alternatives until such time as and if the

Staff adopts them.

Such criteria are expected to provide a more complete

assessment of the requirements necessary to assure

public health and safety.

(c) The Staff is not aware of any correlation between the proba-

bility of core melt accidents and the time dependence of

potential containment failure. Thus the Staff believes the

Oak Ridge study referred to does not affect the conclusion

in WASH-1400 that "most LWR core melt accidents do not result

in early (less than one hour) containment failure, but may

involve such failure within 24 hours".
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Interrogatory 17

(II-17) Explain fully the basis for Staff's view that a technically
feasible solution to accommodate sodium pipe breaks is to increase
the RCB design pressure to 50 psig.

a) Identify all 1.WR containments that use 50 psig or larger
pressures as a design basis.

b) To what extent does this solution depend on the
incorporation of other features (eg., filtered vent systems,
containment purge, core catcher)?

Response

The implied conclusion, i.e., a " solution to accommodate sodium pipe

breaks is to increase the RCB design pressure to 50 psig", is not

correct. The conclusion pertains to the importance of the PHTS

cells having steel liners, which would be classified Engineered Safety
,

Features (ESF) to mitigate sodium concrete interactions with respect

to pressurization. The update was made to these sentences because

the Applicants had committed to ESF cell liners in the PHTS cells

which, apparently, was not clear when the 1977 SSR was generated.

Interrogatory 18

|- (11-19) Staff indicates that the " technology exists to design and
! build such devices" to accommodate excessive mechanical loads.

a) Does Staff believe this statement applies to work
energies (to 1 atm) up to 1200 mj?

b) Does Staff believe this statement applies to work
energies (to 1 atm) exceeding 1200 mj?

c) If the answer to (b) is yes, at approximately what CDA
energetic level does Staff no longer have confidence that it
is technically feasible to design and build a primary
containment to withstand such an accident for the CRBR or a
reactor of the general size and type as the CRBR?

|

|
.
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Response

The Staff interprets the question to refer to lines 11-12 of the

next to the last paragraph on p. II-19 of the SSR. Those lines

refer to head hold down and missile barrier devices. It is the

Staff's opinion that such devices could be used to provide physical

protection of the containment should reactor head component failure

occur as a result of an inadequacy in the capability of the

existing design or as a result of the occurrence of a CDA with

energetics beyond the capability of the existing design. The

Staff's evaluation of both the head design and the CDA energetics

level has not yet been completed. Nor has a detailed analysis

been made of the upper limit capabilities of potential head hold~

down and missile protection devices. Thus, characterization of the

capabilities in terms of specific numbers is not possible at this

time. However, the Staff believes that the potential capabilities

of such devices provide adequate assurance of workable alternatives

| to warrant proceeding with the review through the LWA-1 stage.
|

l

Interrogatory 19

(II-19) Describe as fully as possible each " reactor head design"
examined by Staff with regard to whether it was a "potentially
workable design" which could "be used to implement the Staff's
containment protection requirements." Identify and produce all
documents examined by Staff where these alternative head designs
are (i) described and (ii) analyzed.

Response

The Intervenors have apparently misinterpreted the Staff's statements.

|
The two quotes referred to have apparently been inadvertently juxta-

posed to read that the Staff is examining primarily "potentially
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workable... reactor head... designs." The Staff did refer to the

possibility of redesigning the reactor head shear ring concept to

increase its structural capability. This would involve largely

geometrical modifications. However, the major thrust of the Staff's

discussion pertains to containment protection requirements including

but not limited to head design changes (see page 11-19 of the SSR).

Such alternatives include the possible use of pre-stressed cables or

modifications to the cell liners to accommodate other restraint

(headhold)designfeatures. While details of such conceptual designs

are not well documented, the Staff believes they are feasible.

-

Interrogatory 20

(11-19) Identify each alternate head design that is a "potentially
workable design."

Response

See answer to Interrogatory III.19, supra.

Interrogatory 21

(11-19) When Staff refers to a "potentially workable design," what
is the largest CDA energetic level that the design must be able to
accomodate and still be considered potentially workable?

Response

See answer to Interrogatory III.18, supra.

Interrogatory 22

Identify and produce any and all analyses examined and relied upon
by Staff for purposes of establishing the energetics of the CDA, in
order to establish the benchmark or criteria for judging whether

i

1

!
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the CRBR head design, or alternate head designs, are "potentially
workable designs."

a) If no analyses were relied upon, explain fully how Staff
can conclude that 5 particular head design is "potentially
workable" withe- knowing what mechanical loads it might be
required to acc. sodate.

Response

See answer to Interrogatory III.18, supra.

IV. The following interrogatories are related to the dose calculations
appearing in Table IV (III-11).

~

Interrogatory 1

- Intervenors wish to reproduce the results in Table IV, but Table IV
does not present all the assumptions used to calculate the dose
consequences for the exclusion area and low population zone. Identify
each and every assumption, including a) each model equation and
b) each input parameter, together with the basis for the choice of
each assumption (equation and input value). Provide the source of
each equation and each input parameter cited (PSAR, ER, Regulatory
Guide, etc., with the appropriate page numbers). If a computer
code is utilized (e.g., CRAC or TRAC), provide a printout of the
code and all input and output data, together with a detailed
description of the input and output format, and any documentation
of the computer model,

l
Interrogatory 2

i With regard to each model assumption and input datum identified in
' I above, is Staff aware of any alternative model(s) or source (s) of

input data or other assumptions that could result in higher dose
consequence results? If so, please identify and explain the basis,

| for rejecting these models or data. Intervenors are seeking to
' determine whether newer models, such as the ICRP lung model or

alternative meteorological data, were considered by Staff, as well
| as the basis for their rejection.

Response to Interrogatories IV. 1-2.

The information required to respond to these interrogatories is

still being gathered. The Staff's answers will be provided once

the information has been gathered.i
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Interrogatory 3

What is the basis for the choice of the primary containment leak
rate (0.1%/ day) and the bypass fraction (0.001%/ day)? What is the
source for these assumptions; i.e., where are they documented?
Identify and provide all such documentation.

Interrogatory 4

Will Applicants be required to demonstrate the primary containment
leak rate (0.1% vol/ day) and the bypass fraction (0.001% vol/ day)
through testing alone (see p. 11-15, which refers to technical
specificationsandtesting)? If so, explain how this requirement
will be applied. How does Staff determine whether this value is
correct or conservative? Does Staff consider these rate and bypass
fraction values to be finn requirements? If not, explain why not.

Interrogatory 5

Does Staff consider the bypass fraction (0.001%/ day) to be
_

conservative? Explain in detail the basis for Staff's answer.

Interrogatory 6

Has Staff conducted any analysis of

a) the CRBR containment design

b) the containment design of a reactor of the general size
and type as the CRBR

to assure itself that the bypass fraction assumption is appropriate?
If so, please document fully the nature of such analyses and
identify all documents (cite appropriate pages) considered in each
an lysis.

Interrogatory 7

Has Staff conducted or examined any sensitivity analyses to
determine how the dose consequences vary with changes in the
primary containment leak rate and bypass fraction? If so, identify
and provide all such analyses and results and all documents related
thereto.

Response to Interrogatories IV. 3-7.

The Staff objects to these interrogatories for the reasons set forth

in response to Interrogatory II.3(d), supra.

. ..

_ _____________ _
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Interrogatory 8

What is the basis for Staff's choice of the values for the annulus
filtration system flowrates (3,000 cfm and 11,000 cfm)? a) Why
were these values increased over the values presented in the 1977
Site Suitability Report? b) What is the source for these new
assumptions, i.e. where are they documented? Identify and provide
all such documentation.

Response

The annulus filtration, recirculation and exhaust flow rates were

supplied by the Applicants. Flow rates are documented in PSAR

chapter 15.

Interrogatory 9
,_

Will Applicants be required to demonstrate these flow rates through
testing? If so, explain in detail how this requirement will be
applied. How does Staff assure itself that these values are
correct, or conservative? Are these flow rates firm requirements?
If not, why not?

Response

The Applicants may be required to demonstrate these flow rates

; during the integrated leak test and through periodic testing
i

as a result of technical specifications.
|

Interrogatory 10

Does Staff consider these flow rate values to be conservative?
Explain in detail the basis for Staff's answer.

Response

Based on our prehearing analysis, these flow rates are considered

sufficient for mitigating the radiological consequences of a DBA.

_ __. .-
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Interrogatory 11

Has Staff conducted or examined any sensitivity analyses to
determine how the dose consequences vary with changes in the
exhaust and recirculation filtration system flowrates? If so,
identify and provide all such analyses and results and all
documents related thereto.

Response

No.

Interrogatory 12

Explain in detail the basis for Staff's choice of the values for
the aerosol fallout coefficients in containment. Identify and
provide all documents used by Staff in fonning these assumptions.

Interrogatory 13
,

Does Staff consider the' aerosol fallout coefficients to be
conservative? Explain in detail the basis for Staff's answer.

Response to Interrogatories IV. 12-13.

The Staff objects to these interrogatories for the reasons set forth

in response to Interrogatory II.3(d), supra.

Interrogatory 14

Explain in detail the basis for Staff's choice of atmospheric
dispersion parameters.

a) What is the source for these new values?
,

b) Identify and provide all documents used by Staff in
developing these values,

c) Why were the values increased over the values utilized in
the 1977 Site Suitability Report?

.. .__ _ . . . _ . _.
__ -_.
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Interrogatory 15

What period of time (initial day /mo/yr to final day /mo/yr) is
represented by the atmospheric dispersion parameters?

Response to Interrogatories IV.14-15.

The information required to respond to these interrogatories is still

being gathered. The Staff's answers will be provided once the infor-

mation has been gathered.

Interrogatory 16

Have Applicants collected meteorological data during other periods
of equal length (eg ., 1 year) that Staff believes would be
adequate for purposes of calculating atmospheric dispersion
parameters for the CRBR site?

Interrogatory 17

Over what period does Staff believe Applicants have collected
meteorological data that would be adequate for purposes of
calculating atmospheric dispersion parameters for the CRBR site?

Interrogatory 18

Does Staff take the position that Staff or Applicants are free to
choose the time interval (i.e. beginning and ending dates) which
gives the smallest X/Q values, provided the length of the time
interval and all other considerations meet Regulatory Guide 1.145
requirements? Explain in detail the basis for Staff's answer.

.

Interrogatory 19

Does Staff believe the X/Q values in Table IV are conservative in
light of Applicants' choice of the time interval (i.e. beginning
and ending dates) for analyzing meteorological data? Explain in
detail the basis for Staff's answer.

Interrogatory 20

Why doesn't Staff require or utilize an analysis of the entire time
interval during which adequate meteorological data is available for
purposes of calculating X/Q values?
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Interrogatory 21

Approximately how many years of site meteorological data does Staff
believe one would need in order to have reasonable confidence that
the derived atmosphere dispersion parameters are representative of
future meteorological conditions expected for the site? Explain in
detail the basis for Staff's answer and identify and provide all
documents upon which Staff relies for its answer.

a) Does this answer represent, in Staff's view, the expert
opinion of meteorologists? Explain the basis for Staff's
answer, and identify and provide all documents upon which
Staff relies for its answer.

Response to Interrogatories IV. 16-21.

The Staff objects to these interrogatories for the reasons set forth

inresponsetoInterrogatoryII.3(d), supra.

Interrogatory 22~

What model(s) were used by Staff to calculate the organ doses (in
rems) per curie of activity inhaled and for external and [ sic]
exposures? Identify and provide all documents upon which Staff
relies for its answer.

Response

The information required to respond to this interrogatory is still

being gathered. The Staff's answers will be provided once the

information has been gathered.

Interrogatory 23

What plutonium isotopic content did Staff assume would be used to
fuel the CRBR?

a) Did Staff examine the effect on oxygen dose calculations
! of switching from fuel-grade to reactor-grade plutonium? If

the answer is yes, provide the results of that analysis in
full, and any and all documents related thereto.

!
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Response

The Staff assumes that the CRBRP will be fueled with plutonium of

the isotopic content currently stated by Applicants in the PSAR.
,

The Staff has not examined any "effect on oxygen dose calculations".

For the SSST dose calculations reported in Table IV, the Staff used

plutonium consisting of 1% Pu-238, 74% Pu-239, 20% Pu-240 and e 5%

Pu-241.

:

Interrogatory 24
,

Does Staff consider its assumptions regarding the Pu isotopic
concentration to be conservative in light of the possible' future -

use of reactor-grade plutonium in CRBR fuel? Explain in detail the
basis for Staff's answer. '

,

Response

The Staff considers the Pu isotopic concentrations used to calculate

the doses reported in Table IV to be reasonably conservative in light

of possible future use of reactor-grade plutonium in CRBRP fuel; it is

similar in composition to some of the commercial LWR spent fuel now

in storage.
i

Interrogatory 25

What assurance, if any does Staff have that reactor-grade plutonium

| a) will not be used as fuel for the CRBR;

b) will be used as fuel for the CRBR. -

Identify and provide any and all documents relied upon by Staff for
its answer.

--.
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Response

The Applicant has provided in the current PSAR the composition of

,
the plutonium that the Applicant states CRBRP will be fueled with;

the Staff has no reason to doubt the Applicants' ablility to supply

such fuel material. However, in view of the changes in U.S. policy

on comercial reprocessing thus far during the life of the CRBRP

project, it would be speculative to conclude at this time whether,

during a potential 30-year operating lifetime, the CRBRP may or may

not be fueled with reactor-grade plutonium.

Interrogatory 26

What assumptions were made with regard to ti.. .ay time between-

initiation of the event (i.e., source term release to the reactor
containment building) and the activation of the confinement annulus
filtration system? What is (are) the basis (bases) for the
assumption (s)?,

4

'

Response

It is assumed that the drawdown time on the annulus is less

than one minute. This assumption is based on previous experi-
|

ence with other filter. systems.'

l

|1

Interrogatory 27
v

What assumptions were madd with regard to whether the by-pass
leakage fraction escapes directly to the environment or to the
reactor service building (RSB)?

,

! a) What assumptions were made,regarding the extent to which
,

! this leakage component is; procdssed through the'RSB filters
| f before escaping to the environment? . '

'

Response .

It is assumed that the by' pass leakage fraction is released to

( the envirccment untreated (no credit for filtration ~ar holdup).
>

t

,
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' Interrogatory 28
,

What assumptions were made with regard to the attenuation
mechanisms inside the containment for

/a) iodines;

b) solid fission products; and*

c) plutonium?

Response /
,

The following assumptions are made with regard to source term

attenuation inside containment: [
(1) One-half the iodines that are' assumed to be released from the

*
! ; i

containment are assumed to be instantaneously plated out. ,- g
i -

,

i
'

.+
f(2) All isotopes (and forms) released to the containmnt are

'
, a

assumed to be attenuated by fallout for the first 24

hoursintotheaccident(exceptnoblegases).
*

.

4

(3) All isotopes (and fonns) are assumed to be attenuated by

decay during the course of the accident.

Interrogatory 29

What assumptions were made with regard to the attenuation
mechanisms outside the containment for

a) iodines;

b) solid fission products; and '

c) plutonium?

Response

The following assumptions are made with regard to attti;uation

outside primary containment:

. _ - _ _ _ - _
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,~ (1) All leakage from primary (except bypass leakage) goes directly

to the annulus filtration system where 21%(3000/14000)is

released untreated and 79%(11000/14000) is filtered and

recirculated (on each recirculation pass).

(2) The recirculated concentrations are allowed to decay in

the annulus.

(3) The filter acts only on the elemerital iodines and all

isotopes having particulate form.

~ Interrogatory 30

Are the same aerosol fallout coefficients cited in Table IV applied
to each of these assumed core fractions and those indicated in
Interrogatories 28 and 297

Response

Yes.

Interrogatory 31

Why were transuranic elements, other than plutonium, excluded from
the site suitability source term?

a) What is the basis for excluding transuranic elements?

b) What is the basis for Staff's belief that plutonium would
i adequately serve as a surrogate for americium, curium, etc.?
l

,

c) How would the doses change if the SSST included 1% of the
transuranics as well as 1% of the plutonium?

d) What sensitivity analyses has Staff conducted to
determine the effect of excluding these other transuranic
elements? Identify and provide all such analyses and results.

:
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Response

It was determined that the transuranic elements other than plutonium

contributed about 3% of the total dose for any one organ (the primary

organs affected being the lung and bone). The analysis was done by

calculating the dose with and without the transuranic elements.

Interrogatory 32

What assumptions were made in Table IV, if any, with regard to wind
meander?

a) How is wind meander treated (implicitly or explicitly) in
the X/Q calculations?

b) Was a wind meander factor applied? If so, identify and
describe this factor.

,

Response _

The Staff objects to this interrogatory for the reasons set forth in

response to Interrogatory II.3(d), supra.

Interrogatory 33

What assumptions are made with regard to LPZ dose comitments
beyond 30 days?

a) What is the basis for these assumptions?

b) Did Staff arbitrarily assume that all the remaining
plutonium in containment is released as a puff at 30 days?

i

| c) What fraction of the total LPZ lung and bone 50-year dose
commitments are due to release in the first 30 days, where
total dose commitment implies inte
period much greater than 30 days (gration of the release for a_e.g., until essentially all
of the plutonium aerosol is released or otherwise unavailable
because of fallout)?

d) How does the over-30-day exposure compare to the 0-30 day
| contribution?
|

|
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Response

The information required to respond to this interrogatory is still

being gathered. The Staff's answer will be provided once the

information has been gathered.

Interrogatory 34

What assumptions are made with regard to dose commitments via
pathways involving exposure following ground contamination?
Explain in detail the basis for Staff's answer.

a) Has Staff conducted any analysis in this regard? If so,
identify and provide all such analyses and any and all
documents related thereto.

Response

~ The information required to respond to this interrogatory is still

being gathered. The Staff's answer will be provided once the

information has been gathered.

Interrogatory 35

What breathing rates were assumed for Table IV?

i JaiSe_

The breathing rates are as follows:

E.A.B. L.P.Z.

0-2 hrs. 3.47 x 10-4 m /sec 3.47 x 10-4 m /sec
3 3

2-8 hrs. 3.47 x 10-4 m /sec
3

-

8-24 hrs. 3.47 x 10-4 m /sec
3

-

24-96 hrs. 2.32 x 10-4 m /sec
3

-

96-720 hrs. - 1.75 x 10-4 m /sec3

__ _ ._ - _
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Interrogatory 36

How were the inhalation dose factors (rem /Ci Inhaled) calculated for

a) thyroid;

b) whole body;

c) lung;

d) bone surfaces?

Interrogatory 37

For the whole body and each organ considered, provide a table
showing the dose (commitment) contribution to each due to each
separate source term contribution (noble gases, halogens, solid
fissionproducts, plutonium,andsodium). Provide separate tables
for the exclusion area dose and the low population zone dose
commitment.

Interrogatory 38

Provide a table of the CRBRP heavy metal inventory (all U, Np, Pu,
Am, Cm, and Cx [ sic] isotopes) in curies for E0EC conditions.

R_csponse to Interrogatories III. 36-38.e

The information required to respond to these interrogatories is still

being gathered. The Staff's answers will be provided once the

information has been gathered.
|

.

Interrogatory 39

l Provide a table of the aerosol depletion factor (fraction /sec) as a
function of time for the various SSST core fractions.
Response

See Table IV. For the various SSST core fractions released to contain-

ment in the calculations for Table IV, all radionuclides considered

(other than noble gases) were treated for depletion in containment

with the factors reported in Table IV. No depletion outside of

containment was considered.
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V. Section III

Interrogatory 1

(III-9, 10) In application of the ICRP 26 methodology:

a) Explain fully the basis for Staff's rejection of the
weighting factors proposed by EPA in favor of those
recommended by ICRP.

b) Explain fully the basis for Staff's decision to use a
mortality risk equivalent whole body dose rather than a
morbidity risk equivalent whole body dose,

c) Explain fully the basis for Staff's decision not to
incorporate the concept of organ dose " caps" to protect
against non-stochastic effects.

d) Explain fully the basis for Staff's decision not to
utilize the recommendations by EPA in EPA 520/4-77-016
" Proposed Guidance on Dose Limits for Persons Exposed to
Transuranium Elements in the General Environment,"' to protect

.

against risks associated with accidental ground contamination
by transuranic elements.

e) In the 1977 SSR, Staff accounted for uncertainties noted
in Section B of Regulatory Guides 1.3 and 1.4 by reducing the
lung and bone dose guidelines by a factor of 10 for use at the
CP review stage (1977 SSR, p. III-16). In the 1982 SSR
(p. III-9), much smaller factors are ap
uncertainties regarding lung and bone (plied to account forsurface) doses. Isn't
the effect of the new Staff methodology to reduce the lung and
bone factor (i.e., the factor to account for uncertainties at
the CP stage) from 10 to approximately 27

f) Explain fully the underlying basis for constructing a
methodology that has the effect of reducing the factors of
conservatism to account for these uncertainties.

g) In application of the "ICRP 26 methodology" doesn't
Staff's use of 34 rem at the OL stage and 24.5 rem at the CP
stage have the effect of accounting for the whole body and
thyroid dose uncertainties and ignoring completely the
uncertainties associated with lung and bone surface doses? If
Staff disagrees, explain fully the basis for such disagreement.

Response

The information required to respond to this interrogatory is still

being gathered. The Staff's answer will be provided once the

information has been gathered.

I

-

_ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ . . _ _
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Interrogatory 2

(III-10) What is the basis for Staff's conclusion that "an
effectively coordinated site, state and local radiological
emergency response plan can be achieved for the Clinch River Site?"

Response

The basis is the Staff's experience with emergency response planning

for TVA nuclear facilities in the State of Tennessee, e.g., the

Sequoyah Nuclear Plant, which indicates it is clearly feasible to

achieve such emergency response planning in similar circumstances.

Interrogatory 3

(III-10) Explain fully the basis for Staff's statement that ORGDP,
ORNL, and Y-12 can be effectively evacuated without undue risk to

_

national or energy security?

Response

The Staff objects to this interrogatory for the reasons set forth in

response to Interrogatory II.3(d), supra.

Interrogatory 4

(III-10) To what extent, if any, are Staff's conclusions on this
page dependent on the assumed SSST and dose consequence analysis?

Response

Because the assumed SSST and dose consequence analysis are used to
!

| show conformance with the requirements of 10 C.F.R. 6 100, the con-

clusion, ". . . that there is reasonable assurance that suitable

engineered safety features will be provided for CRBRP such that the

radiological consequences of postulated design basis accidents will

be within the values of 10 C.F.R. Part 100," is directly dependent

. . . - . ,-
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i
'

on the assumed SSST and dose consequence analysis. The other conclu-

sion on page III-10 is independent of the assumed SSST and dose con-

sequence anaysis.

Interrogatory 5

(III-10) How long could the Y-12 facility remain evacuated without
adversely affecting national security?

Response

The Staff objects to this interrogatory for the reasons set forth
!

: in response to Interrogatory II.3(d), supra.

.

i

i

!

,

I

i
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

.

In the Matter of

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY Docket No. 50-537
PROJECT MANAGEMENT CORPORATION
TEllflESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

(ClinchRiverBreederf.eactorPlant)

AFFIDAVIT OF CARDIS L. ALLEN

I, Cardis L. Allen, being duly sworn, state as follows:

1. I am employed by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission as a

Reactor Engineer, Clinch River Breeder Reactor Program Office,

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation.

2. I am duly authorized to participate in answering the 26th Set of
|
; Interrogatories, Interrogatories 11.14-22; filed on July 13, 1982

and I hereby certify that the answers given are true to the best

of my knowledge.

Cardis L. Allen
,

,

Subscribed nd sworn to before me
this day of July, 1982.

?'El#NteN- M F
Notary PubHc

| My Comission Expires:

\ n0k
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICEllSING BOARD

In the Matter of

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY ) Docket No. 50-537
PROJECT MANAGEl1EllT CORPORATION )
TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

(Clinch River Breeder Reactor Plant) )

AFFIDAVIT OF LARRY W. BELL

I, Larry W. Bell, being duly sworn, state as follows:

~

1. I am employed by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Consnission as a

Nuclear Engineer, Accident Evaluation Branch, Division of Systems

Integration, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation.

2. I am duly authorized to participate in answering the 26th Set of

Interrogatories, Interrogatories IV.1-2, IV.7-11, IV.16-21, IV.

26-33 and 35, filed on July 13, 1982 and I hereby certify that

the answers given are true to the best of my knowledge.

h
nun /
dry V. Bell (

SubscribQe and sworn to before methis ,TT day of July, 1982. .

8 bib 8
Notary Pu'blic

My Commission expires: Ody l,li&T
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY Docket No. 50-537
PROJECT MANAGEMENT CORPORATION
TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

l (Clinch River Breeder Reactor Plant) )

AFFIDAVIT OF JERRY J. SWIFT

I, Jerry J. Swift, being duly sworn, state as follows:
_

1. I am employed by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission as a

Reactor Engineer, Clinch River Breeder Reactor Program Office,

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation.

2. I am duly authorized to participate in answering the 26th Set of

Interrogatories, Interrogatories II.1, IV.23-25 and 39, and

V. 2 and 4, filed on July 13, 1982 and I hereby certify that

the answers given are true to the best of my knowledge.

s

ye < s'
<

Subscribed and sworn to before me
this J2 7 day of July, 1982.

Dh$WV
Totary Public

My Commission Expires:

uly 1,1965
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